
Oakland/CMU Pedestrian Safety and Mobility Study
Request for Transportation Planning Data updated 8/5/2010

ITEM DATE REQUESTED RESPONSIBILITY STATUS
TASK 1
Provide five year accident data for the Forbes Avenue corridors and intersections 
within the study area 6/30/10 PennDOT--Ben DeVore COMPLETE 6/30/2010
Provide five year accident data for the Fifth Avenue corridors and intersections within 
the study area (central) 7/9/10 PennDOT--Ben DeVore COMPLETE 7/1/2010
TASK 2
Provide an inventory of all on campus parking lots and spaces, entrance locations, 
exit locations, and any entrance/exit usage restrictions (time, vehicle type, user type, 
etc.) 7/2/10 CMU--Michelle Porter COMPLETE 7/7/2010
Provide an inventory of all off campus parking lots and spaces, entrance locations, 
exit locations, and any entrance/exit usage restrictions (time, vehicle type, user type, 
etc.) 7/2/10 OTMA--Mavis Rainey COMPLETE 7/7/2010

Provide commuting population figures for all undergraduate and graduate full time 
and part time enrollments.  Likewise provide all data for faculty and employees.  
Provide commuting population for surrounding community (transit). 7/2/10

CMU--Michelle Porter                                    
OTMA--Mavis Rainey                 PENDING

Provide a summary of the City's parking requirements under which ASG (Ayers 
St.Gross, CMU Master Plan Consultant) is operating. 7/2/10 City of Pittsburgh--Jason Kambitsis COMPLETE 7/1/2010
Identify locations of future employment, classroom and laboratory facilities, housing, 
parking, etc. along with estimated average and maximum usage rates of each 
location. 8/15/10 CMU--Bob Reppe  COMPLETE 8/15/2010

Provide locations and descriptions of existing on campus bicycle facilities (bike 
racks, lockers, etc.) with capacity and usage information if available. 7/9/10 CMU--Michelle Porter COMPLETE 7/7/2010

Provide locations and descriptions of existing off campus bicycle facilities (bike 
racks, lockers, etc.) with capacity and usage information if available. 7/2/10 OTMA--Mavis Rainey COMPLETE 7/7/2010
TASK 3
Identify members of Working Group and contact information. 6/28/10 OTMA--Liz Tillman COMPLETE 8/5/2010

Identify members of Stakeholder Committee and contact information. 6/17/10
CMU--Bob Reppe                                                
OTMA--Mavis Rainey & Liz Tillman                                              COMPLETE 8/5/2010

TASK 4
Provide GIS Base Mapping of the entire study area including but not limited to: bus 
stops, tax parcels, curb lines, building footprints. 6/30/10 CMU--Bob Reppe

PARTIALLY COMPLETE 
7/7/2010

Provide historical traffic count data as available for planning-level anaylsis prior to 
collection of detailed counts in September. 7/16/10

SPC--Sara Walfoort                                   
OTMA--Mavis Rainey PENDING

Provide pedestrian desire line graphic showing locations/corridors with anticipated 
increases in pedestrian demand based on ASG work. 8/15/10

CMU--Bob Reppe                                           
ASG--Bynum Walter COMPLETE 8/15/2010


